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EVENT DESCRIPTION AND PROBABLE CONSEQUENCES h
LOj_2j |(NP-32-80-17) On 12/23/80 from the performance of the analysis of concrete block walls!

o a |as required by NRC IE Bulletin 80-11, 1* was determined that a reportable condition I

fsTTIIexisted. During a seismic event, the block wall between the control room and stairway!

' O i s i [ AB-1 would cause the floor beam above to be overstressed. On 2/17/81 a similar find- |

'c 16 I ling was made for the floor beam at the top of wall 3307. This is less conservative i

E I than assumed in the FSA11 and is reportable per T.S. 6.9.1.8.1. Durinn normal operat- |

.et8| | ing conditions, the beam is not overstressed. I
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CAUSE DESCRIPTION AND CORRECTIVE ACTIONS h
Ii 101 |The cause is a change in the analytical methodolonv used by the architect /encineer I

| t li l lsince the walls weredesigned in the early 1970s. Using the methods annlienble at i

I i | :. | |that time, the floor beam would be acceptable. However, the change in methods results!

Q |in a dynamic instead of a static analysis. Facility Change Requests 80-277 and 81-0151

i 4 |will add struts to the floor beams. I
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY

DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POWER STATION UNIT ONE
SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-32-80-17_

DATE OF EVENT: December 23, 1980 and February 17, 1981

FACILITY: Davis-Besse Unit 1
Floor beam at the top of concrete block wall 5107

IDENTIFICATION OF OCCURRENCE:
and the floor beam at the top of concrete block wall 3307 would be overstressed

,

during a design basis seismic event,

The unit was in Mode 1 with Power (MRT) = 1525Conditions Prior to Occurrence:
and Load (Gross MWE) = 489

While performing the analysis of concrete block walls re-Description of Occurrence: the j
quired by NRC IE Bulletin 80-11, it was determined that during a seismic event, $

block wall between the control room and stair AB-1 would cause the floor beam aboveThis floor beam is attached to the wall and supports a portion ,

to be overstressed.
of the floor above the control room.

It was determined that this condition was less conservative than assumed in the Final(FSAR) and is being reported under Technical SpecificationSafety Analysis Report 23, 1980.The NRC On-Site Inspector was notified at 0925 hours on December6,9.1.8.1.

Additional analysis per NRC IE Bulletin 80-11 determined that during a seismic event,
the block wall between component cooling water heat exchanger and pump room (#328)

This floor
and elevator number 2 would cause the floor beam above to be overstressed.

.

beam is attached to the wall and supports a portion of the floor above the component
1 cooling water exchanger and pump room.

It was also determined that this condition was less conservative than assumed in theThe NRC On-SiteFSAR and is being reported under Technical Specication 6.9.1.8.i.
Inspector was notified at 0935 hours on February 18, 1981.

This finding is due to a change in theDesignation of Apparent Cause of Occurrence:
analytical methodology used by the architeet/ engineer since the walls were designed

Using the methods applicable at that time, the floor beam wouldin the early 1970s.
However, the change in the method treats wall section prop-be acceptable as built.

erties and seismic floor response inputs differently and is a dynamic instead of
Under the new methods, the floor beam design is deficient. j

static analysis.
|
(

There was no danger to the health and safety of the public j
Analysis of Occurrence: !The floor beam in question is only overstressed during aor to station personnel. i

maximum probabic carthquake. During all other postulated unit operating conditions,
the stresses in this beam are within allowables.

.

A preliminary review of the portion of the floor above the control room supported by
this beam has been made. The results are not conclusive but indicate.there is a
potential that a portion of the floor above may undergo some structural distress.The modification toA more detailed analysis vould take three months to perform.

LER # 80-091
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TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY. ;
DAVIS-BESSE NUCLEAR POUER STATION UNIT ONE PAGE 2 |

| SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION FOR LER NP-32-80-17 .

!correct this condition consists of two small struts which could be installed in
chout two weeks. Therefore, in the interest of taking the most expeditious approach, !

Toledo Edison has decided to make the modification at this time without proceeding |
;

with further analytical ef fort. ,

Similarly, a preliminary review of the portion of the floor above the component
cooling water heat exchanger and pump room supported.by the beam has been made.
The results are not conclusive but indicate there is a potential that a portion of
the floor above may undergo some structural distress. A more detailed analysis
would take three months to perform. The modification to correct this condition con-
sists of the installation of three plate stiffeners between the web of the floor
bemn and the floor above. This modification can be made in a shorter time than-it
would take to complete the detailed analysis of the floor. Therefore, in the interest
of taking the most expeditious approach, Toledo Edison has decided to make the modi-
fication at this time without proceeding with the detailed floor analysis.'

Corrective Action: Two struts will be added to the floor beam under Facility Change~

Request 80-277.

For the second finding, three plate stiffeners will be installed between the beam and
floor above under Facility Change Request 81-015. ,

Failure Data: -There have been no previously similar reported occurrences.
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